1. Sun
Commonly used to depict eyes/facial features of people and animals. Six circles form a plum blossom. Different formation can depict vegetables, seeds, and fruit.

2. Moon
Widely used to depict figures and animals’ eyebrows or clothing patterns. Repetition creates wave and pinwheel patterns.

3. Water Drop
Represents water movement. In different groupings can also depict things in nature or just beautiful patterns.

4. Geometry
Square, elongated rectangle, and diamond are some of the variations. Depict architecture, clothing, furniture, and household objects.

5. Cloud
An auspicious pattern symbolizes “as you wish” and commonly used to depict clouds, fog, smoke when grouped together.

6. Leaf
A simple pattern to depict leaves. Repeat and group together to form flowers and snow flakes.

7. Saw Teeth
An important basic pattern to depict hair, feather, petals, clothing, grass, mountains, grains, and so on.